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Of the varying experimental practices to emerge from the ruins of fascist Italy, Luigi

Nono’s legacy (1924-1990) remains a dominating force in the post-war European avant-garde.

As a historical figure he is singularly unique; he was a founding member of the Darmstadt

School*, a celebrated composer of the Italian avant garde, as well as a notable Marxist politician

and political activist. Nono, like Pierre Boulez and Karlheinz Stockhausen, was intimately

familiar with the divergent tracts of Marxism that emerged following the fall of the Third Reich

and the cultural onslaught of the Cold War. One aspect of Nono’s life which casts him apart from

his politically engaged contemporaries is his unique position as a member of the Central

Committee of the Partito Comunista Italiano (PCI). Nono obtained this office in 1975 and held it

until his death.1 This appointment presented a unique challenge for the composer, who

maintained a public presence as a leading Gramscian-Marxist throughout the Years of Lead, a

period of political violence and state oppression of activist activities which began in early 1968

and lasted roughly until 1977.2

Many English-language histories of Luigi Nono deemphasize the composer’s detailed

and specific use of contemporary political content in favor of a rote analysis of his serialist

structures. Through this lens, Nono’s political engagement is treated as a means to an end; the

composer’s oeuvre is distilled down to dodecaphonic theoretical concepts and integral serialist

procedures. Seldom discussed are the composer’s proximity to political terrorism and social

unrest, much of which targeted political or public figures in northern Italy. Among numerous

canceled events, disrupted concerts, and state suppression, Nono, who maintained residency in

2Clorinda Palucci, “La notte della Repubblica di Sergio Zavoli trent’anni dopo: il racconto degli anni di piombo
nella televisione italiana,” (Università di Roma, Rome, 2019), 9-14.
*The Darmstadt School, an informal collection of serialist composers, is not to be confused with Darmstädter
Ferienkurse, a formal summer institution at which members of the Darmstadt School taught. I will refer to their full
and complete names for the sake of clarity, and Darmstadt when referring to the German city.

1Simon Reynolds, “Luigi Nono and Communism in the Post-World War II Avant-Garde,” Redbull Music Academy,
April 11, 2019,  https://daily.redbullmusicacademy.com/2019/04/luigi-nono-communism-ww2-avant-garde-feature.
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Venice, was bound in contiguity to incidents of police violence, political assassinations, and

bombings.

Though these brutal events are most closely associated with the years of lead, the broader

history of political violence in Italy dates back to the late 19th century. The years of lead are then

the “climax” of a protracted social conflict, though there are key elements that delineate the

various periods of turmoil. It would thus be misleading to claim that Nono’s political

engagement occurred in reaction to the years of lead, which is best understood as a 21st-century

analysis of the acceleration of ongoing tension throughout Italy in the 1960s and 70’s.

This writing will examine relevant and notable events which occurred before the years of

lead in Italy, as well as Nono’s relationship to them, in addition to state acts of oppression and

terrorist activity which targeted the composer directly. I will first summarize the broader political

elements which were foundational to the unrest of the years of lead in Italy. This is an important

step in the historical survey of Nono, as much of his music and theoretical writing follows after

contemporaneous events such as labor strikes and state intervention. It is also critical if one is to

analyze Nono as a political actor. Following this, I will examine Nono’s relationship to radical

political activity, neo-fascist elements, and state oppression before the years of lead, and the

numerous ways they manifested in his life and music.

Socio-Political Background

To understand the myriad issues facing Italian workers in the 1950s and 60’s, it is

important to become familiar with Italy’s political and economic situation in the early stages of

the Cold War. The years of lead followed a brief period of economic prosperity in Italy—the first

of its kind after the fall of the Italian Monarchy and the end of World War II—commonly

referred to as il boom economico, the economic miracle. Though Italy’s economy had grown
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steadily after the war, the economic miracle saw some 1.3 million people abandon agricultural

pursuits in favor of the growing industrial sectors located in the north.3 This period was

responsible for a large migration of southern agricultural workers into the industrialized northern

regions. Italy’s industrial productivity grew significantly faster than workers’ wages, which,

along with factory safety records, were considerably lower than the European average.4 One

estimate suggests that German workers in the industries of auto manufacturing and electronics

earned twice that of their Italian counterparts.5 Before workers could rally to demand better

material conditions, logistical hurdles associated with rising imports and a growing consumer

base within the Italian working classes contributed to a slowing of gross economic prosperity in

the later months of 1963.6

The sudden end to the economic miracle came as the Centro-sinistra Organico, the

center-left coalition, comprised of Christian Democrats (DC), Democratic Socialists (PSI), Social

Democrats (PDSI) and Social Liberals (PRI), came to power within the cabinet of DC Prime

Minister Amintore Fanfani. The PCI, despite enjoying increased support throughout this term,

was still unwelcome within national politics, though 3 out of 20 regional governments were

explicitly controlled by the party. Many more included PCI officials among their ranks. This

intolerance was owed partially to a 1959 Dubium published by the Congregation of the Holy

Office of the Vatican which denounced any Catholic sympathetic to communist ideals, regardless

of party affiliation. It should be noted that, following a 1949 decree, the Catholic Church’s

official stance was to excommunicate members of the PCI, as well as Catholics who voted for

communists.7

7Giuseppe Ruggieri, “La condanna dei comunisti del 1949,” Cristiana d’Italia, 2011.
6Kogan, Postwar Italy, 13-14.
5Jonathan Impett, Routledge Handbook to Luigi Nono and Musical Thought (New York, NY: Routledge), 245.
4Ilaria Favretto, “Rough Music and Factory Protest in Post-1945 Italy,” Past & Present 228 (August 2015): 207-208.
3Norman Kogan, A Political History of Postwar Italy (New York, NY: Praeger Publishers), 13.
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Politically motivated violence in post-war Italy continued following the fall of the Fascist

party. Organized crime concentrated in Sicily and Calabria was largely to blame.8 This violence

later attached itself to industrialization efforts in the 1950s and early 60’s. Landowners and

capitalists throughout the South embraced both private security and organized crime as tools

through which to manipulate workers and protect property; these often went hand-in-hand. The

violence found in Northern Italy during the years of lead was anticipated by political violence

throughout the South in the 1950’s and 60’s. This is especially true in Palermo, where gang and

far-right violence lead to kidnappings and assassinations of public figures such as journalists,

attorneys, and elected officials.

In the 1970s, the relationship between capital and organized crime elements had

solidified itself to such a degree that a “New Mafia” had emerged in Italy. Rapid urbanization

coupled with increasing demand for demerit goods such as drugs, alcohol and tobacco enticed

the New Mafia to seek rapid expansion. The old model, in which diversification of clandestine

income was embraced as a protection from police seizure, was replaced by one that feasted on

commerce. Every market was considered an integral source of income to the New Mafia; thus,

worker’s coalitions that might threaten industrial or agricultural productivity were directly

targeted by organized crime, often working in tandem with the standard actors of capital, such as

police, judicial courts, and union-busting efforts.9

Voters of the new Italian republic responded to these broader issues by pushing left. The

PCI had expanded its electoral reach from 19% in 1946 to 35% in the 1976 general election.10 At

its peak, the PCI held a constituency of over 9 million voters—over a quarter of all Italians.11

11Earle, Italy in the 1970s, 45-47.
10Reynolds, “Luigi Nono and Communism”.
9Ibid., 74-75.
8John Earle, Italy in the 1970s (Newton Abbot, UK: David & Charles), 73-81.
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Before the Years of Lead, the Italian communist party held the largest constituency of any

communist group in the West. They were not without antagonists. The aforementioned organized

crime, Catholic, and capitalist elements continuously rallied against the PCI, along with

occasional plots by state actors. One example of this is the SIFAR affair which precipitated in

July of 1964, where it was discovered that counterintelligence Chief General Giovanni de

Lorenzo was plotting a coup d'etat in which 731 persons were to be blacklisted by state

institutions and arrested.12 To support de Lorenzo’s initiative, some 36,000 Italian citizens were

surveilled by military personnel.13 This plot spawned as a result of industrialist and military

dissent to the aforementioned center-left coalition which occupied the national cabinet—a

coalition formed out of a compromise between socialist and moderate elements which favored a

free-market approach, including state funding to police and industrial sectors.

As Italian citizens navigated these various developments in day-to-day life, Italian artists

found themselves buttressed against questions of social order, organized crime, democratic

representation, and aesthetic polemics in post-war Europe.

Luigi Nono in the 50’s and 60’s

The work largely responsible for thrusting Luigi Nono into the international spotlight is

his 1955-56 cantata Il canto sospeso, an integral serial work with text excerpted from farewell

letters to loved ones written by dissidents in Nazi-occupied Europe before their execution.14 The

title was taken from a poem by Ethel Rosenberg, one of two suspected Soviet sympathizers

executed by the United States in 1953. The composition is often regarded as among Nono’s best,

and is hailed as one of the great achievements of integral serialism after Anton Webern. The

14Paul Griffiths, Modern Music: The avant garde since 1945 (London, UK: J.M. Dent & Sons Ltd) 103-107.
13“Gen. Giovanni de Lorenzo Dies; Italian Counterintelligence Chief,” New York Times, April 27, 1973.
12Earle, Italy in the 1970s, 78-79.
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work has spawned a bevy of important analyses regarding its construction, but it also carries

important social implications. In the wake of Theodor Adorno’s comments on “poetry after

Auschwitz”, Il Canto’s 1956 premiere brought on a philosophical controversy regarding the use

of such source material for musical composition. It was also the target of a neo-Fascist terrorist

attack at the Munich Oktoberfest in 1980—a bombing that killed 13 and injured over 200

others.15 The scheduled performance of Il canto on that particular day was canceled in the wake

of the bombing; its political content thought to have attracted attention from right-wing terrorists.

For Nono, the period following Il canto was an isolated one. Il canto marked a departure

from the standard Darmstadt School integral serial procedures in that it included vocal lines and

a focus on lyricism and comprehensibility; traits which Boulez and Stockhausen continued to

resist.16 In 1958, Nono wrote his Composizione per orchestra no. 2: Diario polacco, a work of

integral serialism in which the composer specifically organizes the ensemble’s layout, in addition

to the standard elements under the tight control of total serialists such as pitch, rhythm, dynamics

and register.17 Though the work itself was not directly inspired by any political events, it does

contain significant reference to an October 1958 visit to communist Poland, where Nono was

invited to visit Krakow, Auschwitz, and the former ghetto at Warsaw.18

Diario polacco’s emphasis on comprehensibility reflected Nono’s larger attitude on

poetic communication. This ethos underscored a talk delivered by the composer a day before the

work’s premiere at Darmstadt in 1959, entitled History and presence in the music of today. This

talk, coupled with the work’s lackluster reception, was largely responsible for the composer’s

break from the Darmstadt School: Nono lambasted Joseph Schillinger’s adherence to the

18Impett, Routledge, 176.
17Ibid., 147-148.
16Griffiths, Modern Music, 94.

15Kathryn Bailey, “Work in Progress: Analysing Nono’s Il Canto Sospeso,” Music Analysis 11, no. 2 (July 1992),
279-280.
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scientific process, then derided Stockhausen’s formalist response to indeterminacy, couching

multiple personal attacks against core representatives of the Darmstadt School in a broader attack

on John Cage.19

In November of 1959, the German Social Democrat Party formally denounced

communism, further straining the composer’s relationship to the formal institution at Darmstadt,

which was funded mostly by German public broadcasters. Nono, a faculty member at

Darmstädter Ferienkurse along with Stockhausen, returned once more in 1960 for his final

presentation, a talk entitled Text - Musik - Gesang.20 He would not be invited to Darmstädter

Ferienkurse again, and the Darmstadt School would effectively dissolve as an intellectual

project.

In the early 1960’s, Nono began sketching his first opera, Intolleranza 1960. Nono was

critical of opera as a medium for its more obvious class restraints, as well as its aesthetic

divisions. Nono believed the opera separated voice from orchestra, word from music, and cast

from audience.21 Nonetheless, he slowly embraced the Italian tradition, beginning first with his

use of vocal lines in Il canto. The opera’s premier at the Teatro la Fenice in Venice in April of

1961 was disrupted by right-wing protestors, who heckled the cast and showered the stage in

stink bombs.22 In addition to physical disruption, the opera spawned another philosophical

dispute. This time, critics argued over the aesthetic principles of the work as a whole. It was

noisy, brash, and confrontational, and commentators were quick to decide whether or not it

accurately reflected the post-war European zeitgeist. Leftist critics argued that the work

examined Fascist oppression as an analogue to liberal suppression. Others observed that it set the

22“Music: Bombs in Venice,” Time Magazine, April 21, 1961.
21Griffiths, Modern Music, 256.
20Ibid., 185.
19Impett, Routledge, 185-188.
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tone for a new realism, serving as a stark reminder of the absolute horror of the Second World

War, as did Benjamin Britten’s 1962 War Requiem.23 German commenters were growing tired of

the insinuation that Naziism was the only horror spawned by the Second World War.

In Spring of 1962, Nono was preparing a multimedia project with the playwright

Giuliano Scabia as a show of support for Spanish anti-fascists. In an unprecedented move, the

premiere was canceled by state police, who were becoming increasingly hostile and militant

toward leftist organization.24 On July 7th of 1962, two Turinese metalworker’s unions called for

a general strike in support of factory workers at the Fiat plant in Turin, who had been on strike

since June. The ensuing protests resulted in the arrest of over 1,000 workers, and further militant

strikes at Lancia, Michelin, and other Fiat plants.25 This marked a drastic turning point for the

general attitude of the PCI – which until this event had maintained a measured composure in the

face of growing resentment from Italian workers who felt they were being passed by the

economic miracle. Following the Fiat protest, a new socialist movement emerged: the Potere

operaio, the Worker's Power movement. The Worker’s Power movement centered itself on the

daily struggles of factory workers, the largest concentration of whom were found in the north of

Italy. Later, in 1967, a splinter faction of the movement would become increasingly militant in

opposition to state and far-right political suppression. They would play a key role as a belligerent

faction in the ensuing conflict of the 1970s.

In the period between 1959 and 1962, Nono maintained a position as lecturer at the

Dartington International Summer School in Totnes, UK. On August 22 of 1962, Nono premiered

his song cycle Canti di vita e d’amore with the London Symphony Orchestra, after spending the

25Gigi Roggero, “Organized spontaneity: class struggle, workers autonomy and soviets in Italy,” WorkingUSA 13,
no. 2 (2010), 201-212; Impett, Routledge, 239-241.

24Impett, Routledge, 237.

23Harriet Boyd-Bennett, “Opera in Postwar Venice: Cultural Politics and the Avant-Garde” (Cambridge, UK:
Cambridge University Press, 2018), 179-205.
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summer in England. Its political purpose was to protest the continued development of atomic

weapons by NATO and the USSR. Two months after its premiere, John F. Kennedy would

announce the presence of nuclear weapons in Cuba, and put the US military on alert. Nono

would return  to London to stage a repeat performance of Canti di vita in the summer of 1953,

which was subject to right-wing protest and disruption. On his return to Venice in the fall of

1962, the composer would deliver a talk entitled Possibility and necessity of a new music theatre,

wherein he called for increased dialogue and reflection of the worker’s struggle in the staged

arts.26 According to Nono, it was no longer enough to simply reference such struggles; they

needed to be handled by the composer directly.

In April of 1963, Luigi Nono appeared as a nominee on the electoral list for the PCI’s

Chamber of Deputies. In October of the same year, Nono visited the USSR after receiving an

invitation from the Union of Soviet Composers.27 This trip was ultimately unproductive from a

musical perspective, but it helped solidify Nono’s thought on socialist realism as a failed

offshoot of the Stalinist interpretation of Marx. It was following this visit that the composer

began work on his important La fabbrica illuminata in February of 1964. This piece was

originally commissioned by Radiotelevisione italiana (Italian state media, the RAI), for a

performance at the Prix Italia in September of 1964. Widespread steelworker strikes—40,000

workers strong—in the Liguria region of Northwest Italy attracted the composer, and led him to

consider a new approach to composition for this work which followed after Antonio Gramsci’s

writings on cultural capital. The new piece utilized sounds captured directly from the

Cornigliano Steelworks in Genoa, as well as quotations from laborers taken on the factory floor,

recordings of a choir, and a soprano soloist. The resulting work was organized into six large

27Ibid., 245-246.
26Impett, Routledge, 221-231.
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parts, closely resembling a Bach cantata, where tape sounds function as recitatives, and a live

soloist sings the final chorale alone.28

The cancellation of La fabbrica illuminata’s premiere was announced in August by the

RAI, who cited technical troubles.29 The ensuing scandal uncovered ulterior motivations;

particularly the attendance of steel industry magnates at the 1964 Prix Italia, as well as a broader

trend of anti-communist censorship by Italian state media. The RAI would commission Nono

again in 1968 for the Prix Italia, then refuse the work’s premier because its anti-nuclear

sentiment would offend attending NATO delegates, particularly the Americans.

While working on La Fabbrica in January 1964, Nono began preparation of a new stage

work in collaboration with Scabia, inspired by the 1962 Fiat strikes, as well as scripts for various

documentaries which explored the event and its aftermath.30 The work, entitled Un diario

italiano, would not be premiered until January of 2000 (partially as a consequence of widespread

strikes by theater workers in the summer of 1964). Nonetheless, it marked a new style of

theatrical composition for Nono; a majority of the theatrical work was realized on the score. The

music itself was largely a continuation of the composer’s experiments in accessible integral

serialism.31 The vision with which Nono approached Un diario italiano, in the context of Il

Canto and Diario polacco, spells clearly his divergence from traditional staging procedures, as

well as his shift in attitude toward musical construction as the foundational center of staged art.

This change in approach to musical construction and social disposition were important

developments in Nono’s post-Darmstadt turn.

31Ibid., 244.
30Ibid., 221-231.
29Ibid., 252-253.
28Impett, Routledge, 246-251.
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Nono’s political troubles were not all domestic. In February of 1965, the composer was

invited to attend the Opera Company of Boston’s production of Intolleranza 1960. Although

Nono was in possession of a “distinguished person” work permit, his visa was denied on the

basis of his communist party membership. Italian and American artists raised protest, and Nono’s

visa was ultimately granted; but not before facing intense questioning on his political positions

by the US State Department.32 In July of 1967, Nono went on a tour of Latin American countries

with his wife and two daughters, where he presented recent works and delivered lectures. Once

in Peru, the Nonos attended a National Symphony Orchestra concert dedicated to the Guardia

Civil, which had recently waged a brutal campaign against revolutionary activists. In response,

Nono declared that his lecture circuit was “dedicated to the guerillas massacred by the

Guardia.”33 For this comment, Nono was placed under arrest, detained in his hotel, then expelled

from the country.34

The flashpoint for the years of lead happened to be a student protest which coincided

with the 1968 global demonstrations that rallied against the Vietnam war, NATO expansion, and

rising tuition costs, supported by pro-labor organizations which were similarly dissatisfied with

political inaction. In Italy, these protests unfolded most visibly in Rome and Venice, where Nono

maintained residency. These protests came shortly before the 34th Biennale d’arte in March of

1968—a festival with roots dating back to the Mussolini regime, seen by detractors as decadent

and tone-deaf within the larger cultural sphere.35 Nono attended these later protests, which were

met with fierce retaliation by riot police in response to rising social tensions.36 Some writings

36Impett, Routledge, 281.

35Jenna Altamonte, “(Dis)Rupture, (Re)Engage: Occupation and Protest at the Venice Biennale” Art and Urban
Social Struggles 2, no. 1 (2021), 70-75; “non consumiamo,” Olaf Nicolai, 2015, https://nonconsumiamo.org/about/.

34“Luigi Nono”, Federazione CEMAT.
33Ibid., 280.
32Impett, Routledge, 253.
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speculate that Nono helped organize this particular demonstration, or else that he became a voice

of leadership as the protest deteriorated.37

Il Gazzettino, a Venetian newspaper, ran a headline featuring Nono (Fig. 1) along with

the caption, “The musician Luigi Nono captured on photograph throwing a chair at police

officers, during the anti-Biennale demonstrations held Wednesday afternoon in Piazza San

Marco.”38 This headline helped authorities identify Nono, who was later charged with instigating

a riot. The Socialist magazine Avanti published a synopsis of the day's events (Fig. 2): the

Biennale was attended by 460 journalists and art critics from 29 countries, as well as 367 Italian

journalists, and teams of more than 30 separate radio and television broadcasters.39 Avanti

reported that this gathering of artists, critics, journalists, and students was peaceful for the first

hour. The state’s response to the student’s organization comprised of over 1,000 riot police and at

least two tanks, as well as a constituency of plainclothes officers, traffic officers, and French

private security. Venetian police were widely criticized for forcing the Biennale open as students

occupied its steps, despite its board of directors ceding the day to peaceful demonstration.40 On

June 21, Avanti reported that Swedish artists were beaten and detained by Italian riot police after

refusing to open their exhibit in solidarity with protestors.41 Swedish and Italian journalists who

tried to intervene were beaten with clubs. Shortly after this event, Nono would send a telegram to

the Biennale, canceling a planned performance of his work (Fig. 3). In a further show of protest,

Nono organized a free screening of films for Venetian workers in competition with the

institution’s August film festival. Antonio Negri, the Italian philosopher and essayist, reported

41“Una protesta di giornalisti svedesi: picchiati dalla polizia" Avanti Numero 143 June 21, 1968.
40Impett, Routledge, 282.
39“Quasi uno stato d’assedio alla Biennale di Venezia,” Avanti! Milano Numero 142, June 19, 1968.
38“Giornata tesa a Venezia dopo gli scontri in Piazza,” Il Gazzettino, June 21, 1968.
37Impett, Routledge, 281-282.
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that a bomb threat was directed at this screening, which allowed Venetian police to ultimately

take control of the space.42

A year later, Nono used the Biennale d'arte demonstration as the backdrop for his Musica

Manifesto No. 1, having recorded sounds of police violence, protest chants, and loudspeaker

announcements from riot police attempting to force open the Biennale. The unrest at the 1968

Biennale became something of a cultural tradition; the following three festivals were mired in

similar disruption and police response, suffering from record low turnout as a result. When

directors eventually capitulated to protestor demands, the Biennale was reorganized under new

management. It has since become an important platform for contemporary issues in art, film, and

architecture.

Figure 1

Headline reads: Tense day in Venice
after clashes in the square.
Biennale confirmed opening
tomorrow.

42Antonio Negri, Negri on Negri: in conversation with Anne Dufourmentelle (London, UK: Routledge, 2003), 170.
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Figure 2, left

Headline reads: Almost a state of
siege at the Venice Biennale.
The “painting” occurred under the
police banner - Incidents in San
Marco Square - Bill for a new
[Biennale] presented by the socialists
[Tristano] Codignola and [Gino]
Ferroni.

Figure 3, below
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Figure 4
Nono, pictured 4th from left in front of banner

Figure 5
San Marco Square, where Nono was photographed in Fig. 1
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Figure 6

Figure 7
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Luigi Nono’s proximity to political and social turmoil was intense in the time leading up

to the years of lead. The scholarly debates surrounding the composer, beginning largely with

political reception to Il canto sospeso but continuing through to the termination of his residency

at Darmstadt, is well documented in letters to colleagues and the occasional student. Nono’s

engagement with these dialogues is, in a broad sense, foundational to his compositional

development and subsequent break from the post-war avant-garde. The composer’s interaction

with the broader political disorder is less documented, but hit close to home nonetheless;

disrupted performances, canceled premieres and loss of favor within arts institutions continue to

accelerate in frequency and intensity nearing the 1970s. To treat these myriad issues as

extramusical in favor of a purely theoretical dissection of Nono’s output, or to assume his

scholarly engagement is purely rhetorical, would be a disservice to the composer who engaged

with polemical issues contemporaneous to directed terrorist bombings at his performances.

Final Considerations

The years of lead were the culmination of a significant number of growing pains faced by

the new Italian republic. The sheer volume of extremist activity begs additional questions,

particularly about the logistical challenge of carrying out so many organized attacks. These

questions are impossible to reconcile within this writing, as a comprehensive survey of the

complete events which comprise this period has not been undertaken. Most English writings

which mention this period (particularly the Routledge studies on both Nono and Fascism and the

Far Right) view the years of lead through a lens of European far-right extremism following

1968. A study of Nono between 1954 and 1968 presents obvious problems to this vantage point.

A trans-national approach ignores the unique position of Italy following the second world war.
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Despite being both a fascist state and an Axis power, Italy was largely left to its own devices

following the fall of Mussolini. By 1949, Italy had become a NATO state. Italy was subjected to

significantly less annexation and scrutiny than was Germany, to say nothing of Allied

occupations of Japan or Thailand. The consequences of this are vast, as are those attributed to the

political and social impositions of The Vatican. Similarly problematic is the lack of consideration

for the new democratic republic, among the youngest in Europe, and its significantly divergent

political parties. The popularity of communist politics in Italy is thus overlooked; a special

relationship between party and ideology that has roots in agricultural sharecropping and family

organization found throughout the peninsula.43

This approach can also be used to broadly summarize a figure like Nono, noting only

activity relating to important musicological events. Such a general attitude overlooks

quality-of-life factors unique to the new republic in Europe: for example, bombings were so

widespread at the height of political tension in Italy that they averaged one per day.44 The bevy of

social issues, particularly worker’s rights within the newly industrialized democracy, when

coupled with the unique Italian cultural tradition, lead to conditions which presented distinctive

approaches to political activism on the left and right.

Antonio Gramsci, mentioned above, posited the idea that the Italian artist navigates a

paradigm similar to the Italian worker, that a cultural victory is the key to disrupting bourgeois

hegemony. The Gramscian approach led to a postwar wave of Marxism which considered

cultural and intellectual activism among the core tenets of communism. Artists, as a result, were

uniquely attached to the social landscape among union leaders, party officials and government

actors. This attitude is commonly misunderstood internationally. In the USSR, Nono’s music was

44Earle, Italy in the 1970s, 83.
43Palucci, “il racconto degli anni di piombo nella televisione italiana,”  16-17.
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considered decadent and bourgeois. In North America, Nono’s work was valued only insofar as it

experimented with new paradigms, often analyzed absent of the composer’s intended political

context. Works by Nono which only explored new politically-charged source material, and not

new methodology, were received poorly. It is common for theorists to define Nono’s

post-Darmstadt work as populist or approachable, without considering the logic behind these

elements, or the overtly political intent behind Nono’s chosen source material.

The degree to which western scholars scrutinize and speculate over Soviet composers

speaks to a scholarly capacity to engage with historicism and the impact of politics in music. It is

with these contextual observations in mind that we must consider Nono’s continued

commitments to ideology through music as a reflection of the world in which he lived.
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